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Hybrid Networks

July 2, 2019 - Announcing New Nordland FiberHood for more FTTH connections!
As we start to mount the new
mainline fiber cable that is
arriving in Seattle U.S. Customs
about the 7th (in 5 days!), we are
focusing on the details of how
the new bandwidth it carries will
be made available.
We have identified the PUD pole
near 2300 E. Marrowstone Road
that currently has our radio gear
on it as the location for the new
Nordland Fiberhood Fiber
Headend. As the new equipment
box is not yet available (in
pieces in our lab environment) I
have no photograph to show
here.
So, almost as exciting to us we
now have nice embroidered hats
to wear! Produced by The Sign
Station in Port Hadlock. I love
the comfort and fit!
Anyway, back to the Nordland
Fiberhood coverage. The reach of the Robbins Fiberhood coverage now extends to
Merry Road along E. Marrowstone. So, the Nordland Fiberhood coverage will pickup
where Robbins cabling stops and continue on E. Marrowstone Road north to East
Beach and beyond. To limit the time of exposure of our fiber spools “on the ground” we
will be first preparing the path between the PUD poles and mounting our silver-colored
(stainless steel) hooks on each pole. Then as we start hanging the Fiber cable we will
not stop to install any distribution boxes (just leave coils on the pole were they will be)
until we have gone as far as we can hanging Fiber that day. We are trying to limit the
possible theft of the Fiber cable. We shall also pray! Then we can go back and do all the
Fiber splicing to bring it all to life once it is safely on the poles!
Peace, David
David G. Brader, President, MACaid, Inc. dba Marrowstone Wireless
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